
CP212 – Practice Midterm  

Part 1: Choose the best answer 

1) A ________ is a container that is used to organize programming code in VBA.

A) project

B) module

C) procedure

D) window

2) ________ in VBA consists of one or more procedures.

A) A module

B) Design time

C) A project

D) Run time

3) An Excel workbook that supports macros has the ________ file extension.

A) .xlsc

B) .xlsx

C) .xlsm

D) .xls

4) If you use Option Explicit at the top of the code window, you don’t have to explicitly

declare your variable data types.

A) True

B) False

5) VBA is a(n) ________ programming language.

A) standard

B) macro-enabled

C) syntax-driven

D) object-oriented

6) A ________ procedure in VBA performs an action but does not return a specific value.

A) property

B) function

C) private

D) sub

7) The ________ of a variable determine(s) which program statements can access the value

in the variable.

A) scope

B) declaration

C) concatenation

D) functions
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8) The ampersand character or plus sign can be used to ________ two values in VBA. 

A) dim 

B) input 

C) concatenate 

D) specify 

 

9) In VBA, the ________ structure is a good alternative to nested If structures when you 

need to test a single variable or expression for multiple values. 

A) If...Then 

B) Select Case 

C) Do...Loop 

D) If...Then...Else 

 

10) In VBA, the ________ structure repeats a loop a specific number of times. 

A) If...Then...Else 

B) Do...Loop 

C) For...Next 

D) If...Then 

 

Part 2: Short answers question: 

 

1. What is the top object of the VBA object model hierarchy? 

2. Name the three types of program errors? 

3. What is the name of the VBA object that represents an Excel file? 

4. How do you refer to the range TeamPlayer on the Teams worksheet in the file 

called MyTeams.xls? 

5. Write a code to set the formula in cell called Total on the sheet called June16 to 

be the average of cells E6:G8 on the current sheet? 

6. in VBA, what line of code do you write to use the excel worksheet formula for 

average to calculate the average of the cells E6:G8 and store it in a variable called 
theAverage? 

7. Write a single line of VBA code that declares an array named values of 

type Double which stores 50 numbers using a base index of 0? 

8. Name the cell that is selected by the following code: 
Range("D5").Offset(2, 3).Select 

 

 

Part 3: Coding Question 

1. Modify the following function so that it will display the error description when 

division by zero occurs by filling in the proper lines in position X and Y. (or simply 

state what X and Y should be) 
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2. Write a function that uses the upper and lower bound of an array and returns the 

number of elements. 

 

3. Write a function called FindIT() which takes a range of cells and a value as 

arguments and returns True if the value was found, and False if it was not found.  

 

4. Write a function that takes 3 strings and outputs a string of those three concatenated 

together and converted to upper case. 

 

5. Write a sub that asks the user for two values using input boxes, add them and place 

the results in cell A7. Make sure that your program uses Error Handling techniques to 

check for the most likely possible error that could occur. If an error occurs, specify 

the name of the error (i.e the text associated with the error) and the error number. 

Your program does not have to continue if an error occurs.  


